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Missing Links creep in
Governments spend millions of dollars on elections, but even
those with the most money, experience, and advanced
technology can become complacent and allow missing links to
develop in the process. For example, would the butterfly ballot
we heard so much about in one Florida county have been used
if it were field tested before the election? Would fewer voters
have failed to punch the ballots properly if an effective voter
education program addressed this issue? Clearly these were
missing links in the U.S. election process. No matter what

technology a government uses, whether paper
ballots or Internet voting, missing links can have a
devastating effect.

Missing links can be found in almost every election;
but emerging democracies, where many election
officials do not have the benefit of experience or
continuity, are especially vulnerable. In some
instances, missing links can be intentional. I once
met with an election commission in an emerging
democracy that decided the law did not empower
the commission to conduct a voter education
program. They reasoned that the political parties
were responsible for voter education. When asked,
“whom would the public blame if they did not
understand the voting process, the election
commission or the political parties?” the
commission corrected the potential missing link.

Is international assistance causing missing links?
Missing links can sometimes be created by outside
players. Emerging democracies frequently request
assistance from the international community to
conduct their elections. In these cases, the

international organizations must be responsible to ensure the
assistance they provide is proper and adequate for the recipient.
Too often, international assistance focuses on the weeks prior
to an election and on the election itself. The link of what happens
after the election is often missing. Countries with a history of
authoritarian rule, domination by a single political party, fraud,
or civil unrest are most vulnerable during the time between the
closing of the polls and the declaration of the winners.

Case Study: Indonesia
The 1999 Presidential Elections in Indonesia are a good example
of a proper mix of technology and planning. Indonesia instituted
a comprehensive voter information and education program to
inform voters of what to expect in their first free elections in 35
years. The law required the official results to be reported through
the various electoral levels-from 350,000 polling places to 70,000
villages to 4,200 sub-districts to 329 districts to 27 provinces.
All counting was done manually.

In the beginning...
The use of technology in elections can be traced back to the
first real breakthrough in voting machines, the old mechanical
lever machines, which saw their first official use in the U.S. in
1892 in Lockport, New York. By 1930, almost every major city
in the U.S. was using mechanical lever machines for elections.
Thirty years later, over 50% of the votes cast in elections in the
U.S. were cast on mechanical lever machines. In the U.S. 2000
Presidential Election, over one in five votes (20.7%) were still
being cast using 100-year-old technology.

Why not just use paper ballots?
The desire to simplify and speed-up voting and tabulation of
results while minimizing the opportunity for fraud and error have
driven the evolution of machines and technology in elections.
Election officials manufacturing equipment used in elections
know the advantages and disadvantages as well as the accuracy
and inaccuracy of the specific equipment used in elections.
Voters around the world were educated on these specifics as
the U.S. struggled to tabulate results of its 2000 Presidential
Election. This single election will have more impact on defining
the specifications for equipment and technology used in
elections and on the laws and procedures for conducting
elections than any other event in the previous 100 years of
using machines for voting.
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EVOLUTIONARY VOTING

FOCUS: TECHNOLOGY & ELECTIONS
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As voting systems become increasingly reliable in many new
democracies, attention has turned to what has been termed
“follow-on” issues for strengthening democracy. IFES has
advanced this agenda by providing needs-based assistance in
solidifying the rule of law, building civil society, and improving
the quality of governance delivered by newly democratic
institutions. IFES’ initiative on the role of financing in electoral
campaigns, elections administration, and related areas of
democratic process exemplifies this “follow-on” agenda, which
moved into high gear recently as the Foundation co-sponsored
an international seminar on Money and Political-Electoral
Contests:  Challenges for Democracy, June 5-8, in Mexico City.

In an example of broad
international collaboration,
the Seminar hosted by the
Mexican Federal Electoral
Institute (IFE) and Electoral
Tribunal (TEPJF), was co-
sponsored by the United
Nations (UN), International
Institute for Democracy and
Electoral Assistance,
Spanish Ministry of Interior,
Tinker Foundation, Elections
Canada, and IFES. IFES
intends to use lessons-
learned from the Mexico City
Seminar to help support
elections and political reform
worldwide and for its
collaboration with the U.S.
Agency for International
Development (USAID) in
producing a guide to
campaign finance issues.

Conscious of the risks that poorly regulated political spending
poses to democracy and the opportunity such forums provide
to help one another face these challenges, the co-sponsoring
institutions sought a comparative analysis of case studies of
money in politics in several countries. Special emphasis was
placed not only on funding mechanisms and legal regimes
pertaining to political parties, campaigns and candidates, but
also on specific legal control, auditing and enforcement
measures. Seminar participants also explored ideas to promote
greater equity and transparency in political financing.

This emphasis on practical challenges was exemplified by the
presentation given by David Mason, Vice Chairman of the U.S.
Federal Elections Commission, entitled Thoughts on Advanced

Corruption Fighting. Mason contrasted the federated U.S.
approach with the more unitary systems of most countries, and
applied this framework to the controversies over the most recent
U.S. presidential election, which have yielded many proposals
for changes in the presidential selection process and in voting
practices. Political scientist Herbert Alexander rounded out the
U.S. case study by examining controversies over party building,
the role the media in elections, and activities of special interest
groups. Alexander concentrated on how the American political
focus on candidates, rather than parties, interacts with parallel
campaigning by interest groups spending large sums of “soft
money” outside the control of candidates or parties.

While the IFES contribution
to the Seminar highlighted
the U.S. case study, IFES
also sponsored presentations
by Dr. Rodolfo Munné,
President of the National
Electoral Chamber of
Argentina and Dr. Tarcisicio
Viera de Carvalho, Attorney
General of the Federal
District of Brazil. The Seminar
compared systems in Latin
America, Europe, Asia, and
Africa as well as case studies
of Great Britain, Spain,
France, Argentina, Colombia,
Brazil; Canada, the United
States, and Mexico.
Comparisons were made of
political parties’ perspectives
in different regions, as well
as those of civil society

organizations from Peru; the Dominican Republic; and Argentina.
Workshops concentrated on electoral authorities’ roles in auditing
and enforcement, as well as civil society’s role in monitoring
political spending. The Seminar included input from the
International Political Science Association, whose member Dr.
Michael Pinto-Duschinsky (also a Member of the IFES Board of
Directors) commented that the Seminar yielded some of the
most sophisticated work to date on issues troubling many
democracies. In addition to those making presentations, a large
number of Mexican civil society experts, members of academia,
and news media figures attended the seminar. IFES Board of
Directors Chair Patricia Hutar, President Richard Soudriette,
and IFES Americas staff also participated.

Fernando Mark Rondon is Deputy Director of IFES’ Americas
Division.
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To overcome potential delays of reporting unofficial results, the
international community organized a Joint Operations Media Center
to collect the results by phone and fax from the 4,200 sub-districts.
A staff of 475 installed 220 telephone lines, 100 computers, and
50 fax machines. Unofficial results were released as received and
given to the public by radio, television, and print news media.
Within two weeks, sufficient data had been reported to indicate
the outcome of the elections.

The missing link in Indonesia was the lack of cooperation among
the 48 political parties that made up the election commission,
who could not agree on releasing the official results. Three months
later, the government declared the official results without
agreement in the election commission.

Use technology, but plan well
My experience in the use of technology in emerging democracies
leads to several admonitions:
• Use technology where possible to enhance and improve the electoral process and reduce the missing links.
• Don’t expect technology to replace good, old-fashion planning and experience.
• Make sure your plans cover the entire election process from pre-registration to seating of the winners.
• Keep the process transparent and keep the public informed.
• Finally, eliminate your missing links.

Henry Valentino is currently IFES’ Senior Media Advisor in Indonesia.
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CIVIL SOCIETY

Three thousand people assembled in the Ghanaian town of
Agona to watch five of the six candidates compete for the Afigya-
Sekyere East parliamentary seat and debate on issues most
relevant to the electorate. Similar debates took place in 41
other towns and villages in 22 of Ghana’s 200 constituencies.
The debates among parliamentary candidates were a novelty
in Ghana and received an enthusiastic welcome. They were a
testimony to the growing openness of Ghana’s political discourse
and one of the sure signs that democracy is gradually taking
root in Ghana.

Organized by umbrella organizations of local civil society groups,
the debates also marked the
successful conclusion of IFES’
three-year long effort to increase
the capacity of local civil society
organizations (CSOs) in 20 of
Ghana’s 110 administrative
districts.

Ghana has had a history of strong
and energetic CSOs dating back
to the colonial era. Ghanaians
have always come together
voluntarily to address shared
problems and defend their
individual interests in a collective
manner. However, these groups
rarely entered the public realm,
much less attempted to influence
public policy. NGOs that did stray
into the public domain were either
co-opted into the corporatist structures established by the
state—women, student and youth wings of the ruling party,
cooperatives and trade unions—or were denied participation
altogether.

However, civil society organizations provide a promising channel
for citizens to make their interests heard by public officials,
thus “limiting the power of the state...challenging its abuses of
authority...educating citizens about their rights and
responsibilities and building a culture of tolerance and civic
engagement; incorporating marginal groups into the political
process and enhancing their responsiveness to societal interests
and needs,” as scholar Larry Diamond puts it.

To address the lack of efficiency of local CSOs in Ghana, IFES,
with funding from the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID), launched ECSELL. The objective of the
effort is to strengthen the role of civil society and the civic-
government relationship, thereby promoting democracy.

In 1998 and 1999, ECSELL held a series of skills-building
workshops, in which representatives from 226 CSOs were
trained together with more than 200 local government officials.
The workshops covered issues such as the role of civil society,
the structure of the local government, financial management
skills, conflict resolution, and community problems. To allow
the CSOs to apply their new skills, ECSELL awarded 78 small
grants to CSOs in 1999 and 2000. The grants were used for
advocacy and civic education activities on issues such as taxes,
land allotment, teen pregnancy, or the education of girls. In
the weeks before the December 2000 elections, ECSELL CSOs
organized debates for candidates running for parliament in 24

of Ghana’s 200 constituencies.

Large and enthusiastic crowds at
public forums were not the only
testimony to ESCELL’s success.
A baseline survey of civic society
groups in the ECSELL districts
and follow-up surveys taken
throughout the duration of the
program demonstrated an
increased capacity of CSOs as a
result of the workshops with 50%
of the CSOs conducting regular
fundraisers; 90% operating a
bookkeeping system; and 80%
having mobilized nonmembers for
community activities.

In 1998 only 22% of the
participating CSOs were able to

name one policy that had happened as a result of civic advocacy.
By 2000, this figure had increased to 62%. With approximately
60% of the participating CSOs being professional associations,
their increased functioning capacity has helped create better
economic conditions with changes made to the tax laws due to
advocacy. With respect to the candidate debates, surveys
administered after the event showed that 80% of those who
attended said they had gained a better understanding of the
candidates’ positions.

ECSELL has received much praise from scholars and
practitioners who have described it as “one of the most carefully
designed and ambitious of all donor civil society interventions
in Africa.”

Christof Kurz is a Program Assistant for the Africa and Near
East Division at IFES.


